EMERGENCY PHONE LOCATIONS LIST – UPPER CAMPUS

1. LONE MOUNTAIN GUARD SHACK
2. LM BPS N PARKING LOT
3. LM BPS OUTSIDE EAST ENTRANCE FACING MASONIC ST.
4. LMPW EAST ENTRY
5. LM NORTH RAMP EXTERIOR DEL GLASS DOOR
6. LM ROSSI RIGHT OF SOUTH DOUBLE GLASS DOOR
7. LOYOLA HOUSE FRONT DOOR
8. LV COURTYARD BY 317
9. LV COURTYARD B BY 371
10. LV TOP OF ANZA STAIRS NEAR FOUNTAIN
11. LV BLDG B GARRAGE OUTSIDE
12. LV ANZA UPSTAIR / TH309
13. LV ANZAUPSTAIR / TH387 NEAR PLAYGROUND
14. LV STAIR TO CLEARY CT BOTTOM
15. LV MID STAIR CLEARY
16. LV TOP CLEARY COURTS STAIRS
17. UNDERHILL OUTSIDE SW
18. SOE W FACING PARKING LOT OUTSIDE ENTRANCE
19. LM SCF TURK OUTSIDE DBL.GLASS DOOR
20. LONE MOUNTAIN PARKER RAMP
21. LONE MOUNTAIN MAIN OUTSIDE BY FLAGPOLES